
What model of Scalewatcher™ to choose for a successful application 
 

The market can be divided in the Residential, 

Commercial and Industrial markets. 

 

Residential: 

All private houses, apartments and other private applications such as on pleasure sailing boats, 

ponds or swimming pools. Units for the residential market: Nano, 3 Star, 4 Star and 5 Star. 

These units will work on all pipe sizes one can normally find in private houses or villas. Unlike 

our competition, Scalewatcher™ does not state that the 3 Star will only work on 1" pipes or that 

the 5 Star will only work on 1.5" pipes. It is not correct. The problem is that for residential 

situations one never knows the flow rate. If the flow rate is high for a given pipe diameter the 

flow velocity may be too high for the treatment to be effective. A stronger unit is then required to 

be able to make more windings. To get an idea of the water usage one has to know how many 

people are in the house, is the water used for the garden etc…Normally a 3 or 4 Star is 

sufficient to install, but often the stronger 4 Star has the preference. Installing an indoor unit 

outdoors voids the Warranty and the Performance Guarantee so in that case the choice can 

only be the 5 Star. Electrical power of all residential units is below ten Watt and can be 

manufactured for any mains voltage and/or frequency. 

 

Commercial: 

Applications as found in bakeries, beauty salons, restaurants, dentists, small buildings, 

nurseries, schools, ponds, municipal swimming pools, golf courses, laundries and elderly 

homes. In short where relative clean water is used and where the equipment to protect is not 

part of an Industry. Commercial equipment: Bake off ovens, steam ovens, water boilers, steam 

boilers, small cooling towers, water supply in general, ice cube makers, filters and pumps for 

swimming pools. Models for the Commercial market: CM2, CM4 for indoors. CMN2, CMN4 and 

CMN8 for outdoors. If the application is indoors, dry environment and pipe diameter is 3", 

choose the CM4. If outdoors choose the CMN4 for heavy duty. 

 

Light Industrial: 

Applications as found in Industrial chicken farms, hog farms, agriculture, dairy farms or 

factories, small buildings, ponds, small waste water plants, golf courses, municipal swimming 

pools, food and beverage industry. Equipment to protect among others: General water supply 

lines, cooling pads, spray nozzles used for irrigation, milk lines, cooling tower/chillers, 

evaporative condensers, water boilers, steam boilers. Models for the Light Industrial market: 

IE2, IE4 and IE8. 

 

Heavy Industrial: 
Applications as found in pulp and paper Industry, steel factories, municipal water supply, semi 
conductor factories, waste water treatment plants, electricity power stations and mining. 
Equipment to protect among others: General water supply lines, Green and Black liquor lines, 
de-inking installations, steam boilers, water boilers, scrubbers, pumps, water lines, belt presses, 
centri-fuges, condensers, air coolers and oil coolers in hydro power plants. To find the correct 
unit for the above, one has to know the pipe diameter, pipe material, flow rate (can be read from 



the pump), TDS if known and equipment to be protected. For the performance guarantee one 
should know the mean time before plant shutdown for cleaning. Do not install if the TDS is over 
50,000 PPM, the water is almost not flowing or dealing with a one pass plate heat exchangers 
or high pressure steam boilers. For these applications, please contact Pure Water Plumbing 
directly.  If the TDS is 4000 or higher at least an Heavy Industrial unit should be used. This high 
TDS one will find in seawater applications, cooling towers, evaporative condensers, Green and 
Black liquor lines and de-inking systems. Models for the Heavy Industrial market: SE4, SE8, 
LE12, LE16, HIME24, HIME40, HIME60, HIME80, HIME100, HIME120 The number following 
the letters indicate the pipe diameter in inches. 
 


